The Year 4 Spring Term topic is…
During the topic we will be covering the following
objectives and more.
Things you can do at home to extend your
learning.


Join and visit the library to read and
borrow non-fiction books about the
objectives we are covering.



Research questions you may have through
the internet and books.



Be as creative as possible linking our topic
with your Homework Bingo tasks.



Discuss your ideas and in school learning
with your parents at home.



Visit free local museums and art galleries
such as Stockwood Park and Tring
museum.



We love seeing what you produce at home
so don’t forget to bring it in to show us!

Continue to develop your learning using our online
tools such as;


Oxford Owl (reading)



Times Table Rock Stars



Education City



My Maths



BBC Schools

To design products that are
functional and designed for
a purpose. To join fabrics
using hand stitching
To test and evaluate my
product.

To use measures in real life
cooking purposes and
explore a range of
packaging designs and nets,

Appreciate and

and create nets for

understand a wide range

packaging.

of high quality live and

To create symbols to

To develop my

from different

represent different sounds

understanding of how my

and instruments in my own

local area has changed over

composition.

time.

To understand how
debating works,
what the rules are

answers, arguments
and opinions.

traditions and great
composers and
musicians.

To identify the different

To begin to understand

types of teeth and their

electrical circuit symbols.

simple functions in humans.

To ‘read’ these symbols to
make and test different

and take part in a
debate by justifying

recorded music drawn

To describe the simple

electrical circuits.

functions of the digestive
system in humans.

To discuss and describe

To make a simple electrical

well known artists’ work and

circuit in his/her product

explain how their work is

that produces light or

similar/different.

sound.

To use classification
keys to group and
identify members
from a small group of
living things.

